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Abstract 
In recent years, creative industries based on the computer technology is booming and leads a new trend in this field. 
This creative industries considers innovation as a driving force. It combines the various cultural art resources with the 
latest computer technology, estabilshes new production and consumption patterns, promotes new industrial clusters, 
cultivates new consumer groups and generates enormous economic and social value. Therefore, computer-based 
creative industries is not only a cultural or educational philosophy, but also a development strategy with practical and 
sustainable features. 
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1. Introduction 
Computer-based creative industry is the high-tech industry, and its value-added activities are supported 
by computer technology, digital technology, network technology, and mass communications technology 
as well. Products and services of the creative industries have strong characteristics of network 
propagation and external proliferation. Therefore, digitalization or networking realized is the crucial 
features that computer-based creative industries differentiate from the traditional cultural industries. That 
is to say that the computer-based creative industries have the characteristics of multi-industry integration. 
It is a value creation, dissemination, exchange and value-added process which accompanies with the 
multi-industry conglomerating and the relative industry clusters come into being. Because of the culture 
itself is a kind of broad concept of social life, compute technology, being a member of the traditional 
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cultural industries, constitutes the creative industries, even extends the industrial chain through the 
penetration to the traditional cultural industries. 
Looking at the rapid development of media, animation, games, film, entertainment and etc., you will 
find what taking place today are all closely related with computer technology. While the core substance of 
the creative industries is innovation and creation, so it may well believe that the creative industries will 
make a better play in modern society especially when it knows how to rely on computer technology. 
2.THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES 
2.1 Computer technology is the important carrier of creative industries 
Representing the trends of fictitious economy developing, creative industries will inevitably dominate 
the industry evolution in the end. But if no computer technology as a carrier, its status in the industrial 
fields will be inconspicuous and the benefits it generated will be greatly reduced. That is because that the 
computer technology does make the innovative products achieve a revolutionary communication and 
promotion. However, the creative industries have the minority features which restricts its development 
and growing up. Depending on the ubiquitous tentacles, computer technology solves this dilemma and 
makes the creation more personalized.  
As the internet has become a part of life, entertainment software development turns to be a major 
aspect of creative industry, and this should not be ignored. For example, Nintendo is a real typical case 
which stands for the perfect combination of game arts and computer technology. Moreover, the 
development process of Japanese entertainment industry, enduring and prosperous, also reflects the 
effective use of computer technology. People can use the computer technology to design the fashion 
clothes, use the digital technology to collect, edit, deliver and receive the TV program, even use the 
network to make promotions and etc.. Obviously, people have come to feel the importance of computer 
technology, and the computer technology itself does upgrade the quality, the standard and the 
performance of creative products in practise. 
2.2 Computer technology is the vital means of creative industries 
Technological innovation is the main driving force of cultural innovation. Design and production 
based on the computer technology can not only make the image, voice and data easy to be converged but 
also let the interchangeability and connectivity between different forms of media be strenthened. It breaks 
the boundaries inherent in the previous culture and arts and brings great vitality for the development of 
cultural creative industries. Of course, with the development of cultural creative industries, more and 
more demands for the computer technology will be put forward. 
2.3 Computer technology could enhance the competitive advantage of creative industries 
Low cost and differentiation compose the two basic sources of competitive advantage. The utilization 
of computer technology in the creative industries fields just right satisfies these two requirements. On the 
one hand, digitalization and two-way communication reduce the cost; on the other hand, popularization 
and improvement of computer technology provide a good platform for the differentiation of products. 
Especially for those related to 3D modeling, image and video multimedia files design and etc., which 
asking for more personalization, computer technology has wider utility space. 
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After stepping into the 21st century, the rapid rise of cultural creative industries becomes a prominent 
phenomenon of industrial restructuring in developed countries and regions. It is easy to know that the 
globalization of cultural creative industries is the inevitable result of urban industry and consumption 
upgrade. At the same time, the prosperity of cultural creative industries not only contributes to the rapid 
progress of modern service but also promotes the development of advanced manufacturing. 
3. USING COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY TO ACCELERATE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES 
DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Computer technology provides overall support for the creative industries development 
Generally speaking, computer technology could optimize the information network environment of the 
creative industries development, speed up the information network construction, and effectively lower the 
costs of innovation and operation. Furthermore, to expedite the infrastructure construction of broadband 
and wireless information is to carry the service quality of computer technology to a new and higher level. 
In other words, if we can take full use of computer technology means, we can quicken the pace of creative 
resources exploitation, utilization and integration. Here, the computer technology is embodied as digital 
library, digital museum, digital publishing base, digital television base, animation and etc. They all could 
be considered as the development and incubation platform of creative industries. 
3.2. Computer technology can excavate the value of traditional cultural resources 
In China, we have rich resources of traditional culture and distinctive regional characteristics, which 
are the dominant advantages of developing creative industries. Given to use these perfect conditions, 
social and economic benefits will be inevitably improved. That is to say, we should go beyond the 
mindset of industrial society to treat the traditional cultural resources in the view of information society 
paradigm and start the digitalization of traditional cultural resources in a degree of diversified investment 
and management. In the long run, we anticipate the main line-- relying on modern information technology, 
exploiting traditional cultural resources and developing cultural creative industries to come into being. 
3.3 Computer technology affects the management of creative industries 
The spirits of creative industries management is information management. Information management is 
a full range of management which covers production, operation, processes and etc. Moreover, it must 
have the aim to improve production efficiency and economic benefits, and enhance the survival and 
competitiveness of creative industries as well. Fortunately, computer technology can meet the needs of 
creative industries management.  
As we all know that the computer management is composed of digital and network management. It 
may improve the information processing capacity of enterprises, and make the internal information flow 
fuently, the external information transfer rapidly. One example is computer reservation system. It is a 
database system. By way of hyperlinks and search engines, it can provide the majority of tourists with the 
latest tourist information, and make the travel and tourism companies realize network management. 
Another example is online supermarket of creative products. There, people can quickly find the required 
creative products through information retrieval. Of course, you can also conduct negotiations and 
transactions online. Therefore, it is necessary for creative industries to build a management platform 
based on computer technology in order to ensure the healthy, coordinative and rapid development of 
itself.
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3.4 Computer technology helps to speed up the platform construction of creative industry parks 
Currently, development of creative industries is mostly in the form of creative industry parks. The park 
sets the creative industries and high-tech industry as a whole. They Blend with each other, live in 
harmony. In a word, creative industry park is the most effective way to develop creative industries. For 
this reason, it is very necessary to accelerate the construction of computer technology service platform 
related with industrial parks or clusters and strengthen the cooperation among design and development 
companies, creative production companies, suppliers of complementary products, training and education 
institutions, information and advice institutions, industry association and so on in the park in order to 
result in positive interaction effects on stimulating creativity, accumulating knowledge, sharing resources, 
reducing costs and so forth. 
4. TALENT STRATEGY TO EXCITE TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION OF CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES 
4.1. Stress the cultivation of talent with creativity and computer technology 
The essence of creative industries is the creativity of people. That is to say that the talent comes first 
when developing computer-based creative industries. For the time being, the major problem in China is to 
strengthen and enhance awareness of the importance of creative industries. From the most fundamental 
sense, the bottleneck in the process of development is the extreme shortage of creative talent. Just as what 
the New York Times said, the only factory asset in Microsoft Company is the staff creativity. It is 
perceived that there is a special kind of strategic needs for talents, especially the compound talents with 
computer technology. Obviously, the sooner this demand being met, the more possible in the future to 
seize the commanding height of cultural creative industries in the process of development. 
20 years ago, contemporary art education broke the categories and absorbed a lot of new art forms. Up 
till now, it turns out to be diversification, three-dimension and synthesis. All these changes taken place 
mean the continuous exploration of the new flexible mode of education. At the same time, it is also for 
the students to learn divergent thinking in many aspects and to make a breakthrough in relative fields. 
Facing the conflicts between various types of software emerging and the limited learning time in 
school, what should to be done is to guide students to familiar with the specific operating instructions at 
the base of learning basic functions of software. In other words, universities should combine the 
education with the industrial development, implement the education model of integrating production, 
study and research, and encourage the patterns of industrial interdependence and mutual promotion as 
well. Whatever, absorption of active forces from all sectors of the community to participate in running 
schools is the prerequisites for the talents of creative industries to go out of the marginalized state and 
step into the practice of modern society. As it should be, the construction of creative industries ought to 
consider of the historical and cultural heritage resources, and then establish the local culture brand. 
4.2 Emphasis on business operations and personnel training 
For the tertiary industry, creative industries is the one in modern sense and keep close relationships 
with hight-tech. Because of its acceptance of the penetration of computer technology, creative industries 
takes on a new look and operates in the pattern different from traditional cultural industries. During the 
process of development, creative industries engenders three driving force mechanism, namely the power 
of Commercial operation, the driving force of technology and the cultural creativity. It is worth noting 
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that just for the flexible use of these mechanisms, America achieved dominant market share in developing 
creative industries. 
Whenever, it can not be ignored that the importance of developing creative industries is to carry out 
some kind of system reform, and establish a new mechanism on the basis of modern enterprise system 
and law. In the field of creative industries, one or a group of outstanding specialist could often open up a 
domain. These specialists might be existing personnel, master artists or good business gentry. Therefore, 
to rapidly increase the competitiveness is to realize the optimal combination of assets, personnel, 
technology and other elements. Furthermore, We have to create an innovative environment and 
atmosphere in order to let the business professionals have the favourable opportunity to come to the fore, 
then ultimately push the creative industries to be on the way to mature from immature. 
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